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(CCAM: Connected, Cooperative & Automated Mobility)

Why CCAM?

If done right, it can contribute to

Increased safety, towards vision
zero

Increased accesibility of mobility
services

Reduced harmful emissions from
transport 

Increased value of time

However, these challenges have to be addressed
Key technologies are still being developed: they 
need to be safe, tested, validated 
The right legal framework has to be set up and 
adopted at Member State and EU-level
CAVs will have to be integrated into the broader 
transport system and interact with other forms of 
mobility
Acceptance and trust in CCAM technology, by 
users and society, has to be nurtured every step 
of the way
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Demo ‘98 – Rijnwoude, Netherlands



4Demo ‘98 – Rijnwoude, The Netherlands
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Reality 2023 - San Francisco, United States



6San Francisco, 14-15 September 2022
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Waymo visit 2023 - San Francisco, United States



8Waymo and Zoox in the streets of San Francisco, July 2023



9First world leader in a Waymo, Phoenix, December 2023 



10San Francisco, July 2023
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12https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/blog/seeing-is-believing-riding-with-cruise-and-waymo-in-san-francisco/
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Some quotes

“I was amazed at how safe the ride is and how quickly you get used to not having a driver 
behind the wheel”

“I was really struck by the smooth driving experience”

“the vehicles and their capabilities are much more advanced than I would have thought”

“I saw with my own eyes what I have been regulating for years, helps me in my work”

“We drove 3 times around the block before activating a drop-off request manually”

“It was a really exciting experience, the driving was smooth and I felt totally safe inside the 
vehicle”

“The SF visit has shown that on-road testing and learning is valuable but controversial. Sound 
arguments and some self-criticism (e.g. about limitations of driving repertoire) are required”

“After the second drive I felt fully confident and even safer than with a human driver as I quickly 
learned to trust the system”
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Positive and negative experiences

Smooth driving
Feels safe
Assertive
Stops for pedestrians
Sticks to the rules

Sticks to the rules…
Mobbed / attacked
Pick up & drop off issues
Illogical routes
Bricking
Interaction with first responders



15Interaction with fire truck, San Francisco, July 2023



16Close encounter, San Francisco, July 2023
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“roadside assistance” for CAVs, connectivity is key

FORD research 70s



18https://tm4cad.project.cedr.eu/
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How to solve these negative experiences?

Necessity of remote monitoring and remote support
Connectivity is key to Facilitate and/or enhance automated driving
Future traffic management for AVs
use externally sourced information to close / overcome ODD gaps or deal with
them (ToCs)
Managing the curb is essential, PUDO locations, dynamic use
Plans to create mobility hubs where AVs can strategically wait / charge
Multistakeholder and multidisciplinary challenge(s), cooperation is key



Thank you for your attention

Tom Alkim – Strategic Advisor Connected & Automated Mobility

Tom.alkim@maptm.nl

Let’s discuss!

Transforming Mobility
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Rider behaviour study

most AV trips may not create induced or latent demand but rather provide
an opportunity to address network gaps and last mile connectivity

majority of students rely on rideshare (57%) services for evening 
transportation, especially after hours when transit options are limited

cost of rides was a major factor driving its use, as it is cheaper compared to
other alternatives in locations where transit is not conveniently accessible
during late-night hours

increase in total travel observed is consistent with other studies and does 
not indicate a "runaway" increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMT). 
(See work from Kara Kockelman which shows 10x reduction in travel) 

Most papers demonstrating a dramatic increase in VMT with AVs relate to
privately owned AV technology, which is not reflective of the current market 
direction.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0968090X13002581?casa_token=LqRt-K2oSL0AAAAA:n87JV_5Efm2NAK1B3kLg8cOPvoMq_VxQ2VuKGMmIBPUYtjxPNdMY5CT706F6GMmDka5JzbuPOAs
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Publications on CO2 emissions and empty miles

Economic Incentives for AV Companies to Reduce VMT (Riggs & Beiker, 2019)
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Business-Models-for-Shared-and-Autonomous-Mobility-Riggs-
Beiker/d6497f504ba26e9ebaefd7ed1c2650d949af6f61

Designing for street livability in the era of driverless cars, AV Circulation without 
Passengers: A Rule of Thumb (Appleyard & Riggs, 2023)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S259019822300115X

Relationship between vehicle kilometers traveled (VKT), greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions, and street grid network design (Boeing & Riggs, 2023)

study of San Francisco, with 1 million modelled trips showed that empty miles are predominantly influenced by
network design -> a more efficient street grid design can reduce VKT for both human and automated vehicles
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0739456X221106334 (converting one-way streets into two-way streets)
https://transfersmagazine.org/magazine-article/issue-11/rethinking-the-one-way-street/

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Business-Models-for-Shared-and-Autonomous-Mobility-Riggs-Beiker/d6497f504ba26e9ebaefd7ed1c2650d949af6f61
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Business-Models-for-Shared-and-Autonomous-Mobility-Riggs-Beiker/d6497f504ba26e9ebaefd7ed1c2650d949af6f61
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S259019822300115X
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0739456X221106334
https://transfersmagazine.org/magazine-article/issue-11/rethinking-the-one-way-street/
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